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In Seing the Virgin on Fire, Marjorie Becker seeks
to examine the cultural encounter and the ensuing conﬂict between Mexico’s post-revolutionary government
and the peasants of Mexico. Becker seeks to achieve this
goal not simply by examining the political relationship
between the two, but rather by recreating the cultural
understanding between the two groups. In her introduction, Becker makes it clear that she does not want simply
to look at Cardenas as other historians have, but rather
to examine the relationship between Cardenistas and the
rural peasantry. Writes Becker, “[P]reoccupied by this
image of Cardenas as either redeemer or tarnished messiah, scholars have shared an insuﬃciently political image of the peasantry. Out of a diverse and contentious
population repeatedly rising to rectify a varied array of
grievances, a stripped-down image of the land-hungry
peasant emerges” (p. 4).

was that it was Cardenas’ home state, and he also served
for a time as its governor. ere is also, according to
Becker, a great schism between the Cardenistas and the
Michoacan peasants.
To Becker, any aempts by the Cardenistas to try to
convert the Michoacan peasants were doomed to failure
until the Cardenistas came to the realization that they
had to take into account and come to terms with the Michoacan peasant’s faith and belief system. Until they understood the peasants, they would never be able to draw
them into the Cardenista’s aempt to transform the social order. Writes Becker, “[I]n seeing the campesinos
though a glass, darkly, the Cardenistas commied no
more than a commonplace insensitivity” (p. 58).
Becker seeks to show how Cardenas sought to reinvent the countryside to further the revolution. e countryside, according to Becker, represented all that was
wrong with Mexico. e Cardenistas, seen as the vanguard of the social force that would transform the countryside and tie it to the revolution, held a dim view of
rural life.

Becker seeks to examine the role of Cardenas, asking
the question “[W]as Cardenas a rural democrat, as Frank
Tannenbaum and Silvia and Nathaniel Weyl insisted so
long ago? Or was the Cardenas period Nora Hamilton’s
’experiment with quasi socialist forms of ownership and
Writes Becker, “Cardenistas developed a number of
control of the means of production’ or Adolfo Gilly’s secwhirlwind catalogs of the problems of the poor. For exond phase of a socialist revolution” (p. 3).
ample, they claimed that health and hygiene were notoe main theme of Becker’s work is that there was a riously inadequate in the countryside…. Yet if this reads
devout misunderstanding between the Mexican peasants like an early rendition of moderation theory, it also imof the countryside and the Cardenistas. e Cardenistas, plies a literal association between nature and brutishness,
secular and seeking social justice, had lile in common suggesting that those who lived close to the soil could be
with the Michoacan peasants, devout Catholics who had nothing but animals” (p. 67).
developed a cult centered on the Virgin Mary. e Care aitude of the Cardenistas to religion is also a
denistas saw themselves as saving the Michoacan peas- major issue in Becker’s work. e issue, in this strugants from darkness and social injustice. In essence, ac- gle for the hearts and minds of the campesino, was the
cording to Becker, the Cardenistas sought to transform question of authenticity, or what was truly the nature
the rural culture without making any great aempt to of campesinos. Becker writes that “[P]erhaps because in
understand it from the viewpoint of the peasants them- this case Cardenistas viewed both the institution [of the
selves.
Catholic Church] and its messengers as responsible for

For this study, Becker chose the Mexican state of Mi- campesino inauthenicity, they aacked both the church
choacan for a variety of reasons, not the least of which and
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Becker has divided the work into eight chapters,
which deal with the transformation of rural society under the post-revolutionary government. e lessons are
in chronological order, as they follow the aempt by Cardenas to transform the countryside. e eight chapters
are:
1. Introduction: Oﬃcial History and the Myth of Secular Redemption 2. A Culture of Purity and Redemption
3. From the Margins of Purity to the Margins of Danger
4. Call Out a Posse, Gather Up eir Music, Teach em
to Sing: e Reinvention of the Indian in Postrevoultionary Michoacan 5. Revolutionary Lessons, I: Purity
up in Smoke 6. Revolutionary Lessons, II: e Compensations of Indianism 7. Some Lessons of eir Own 8. An
End to the Innocence
e quality of Becker’s writing is exceptional. While
most authors write proﬁciently, Becker’s writing is almost lyrical in style and content. e book is not only
a quality work on the Mexican Revolution, it is also enjoyable, if somewhat short, reading. e only criticism
of the work would be the use of interviews within the

text. Becker carried out a large number of interviews
between 1985-1990 with people who lived through and
participated in this reinvention of the countryside.
ough oral history is an important ﬁeld of research,
I found myself wondering if these people had been interviewed because they were important players in this
movement, or simply because they were still alive. While
the information gave some insight, an interview with one
teacher from Zamora, for example, le one wondering
how valid (or important) a source it was.
But this is a minor criticism. Overall the work is
quite interesting, and not only for its historical discussion. Becker has given us not only a historical work, but a
probing socio-political insight to the inter-dynamics between the peasants of Michoacan and the secular missionaries of Cardenas.
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